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1. ABSTRACT

Human fusion proteins consisting of two or more
fusion partners of prokaryotic origin exhibit accreted
function. Recent studies have elucidated the importance of
fusion proteins in complex regulatory networks. The
significance of fusion proteins in cellular networks and
their evolutionary mechanism is largely unknown. Here, we
discuss the association of six fusion proteins with the citric
acid cycle. We define possible gene fusion scenarios and
show that they produce metabolites with high connectivity
for complex networking. Complex networking of
metabolites requires proteins with incremental structural
architectures and functional capabilities. Such higher order
functionality is frequently provided by fusion proteins.
Therefore, evolution of fusion proteins capable of
producing metabolites with greater connectivity for
enhanced cross-talk between pathways is critical for the
selection of multiple trajectories in maintaining a
stoichiometric balance during regulation. The association
of six fusion proteins with the citric acid cycle and their
capability to produce metabolites with high connectivity
index is intriguing. This suggests that fusion gene products
and their evolution have had a key role in the selection of
complex multifaceted networks. In addition, we propose
that fusion proteins have gained additive biochemical
function for a balanced regulation of metabolic networks.

2. INTRODUCTION

Fusion proteins in one species consist of two or
more fusion partners from one or more other species and
they exhibit accreted function compared to fusion partners
(1). In recent years, several fusion proteins have been

identified across distant phylogenetic distances and their
accreted function is comprehensively discussed. They
exhibit enhanced functional networks (2), substrate
specificity (3), multi-functionality (4), simulate protein-
protein interfaces (5) and acquire novel function (6).
Therefore, the formation of fusion protein is evolutionarily
selective and functionally critical. Hence, it is important to
establish the mapping between events of fusion and fission
across different species. However, this mapping is highly
combinatorial, information demanding and computationally
intensive.

In recent years, databases have been constructed
to capture fusion events across distant phylogenies. These
databases contain fusion proteins between human and yeast
(7), human and prokaryotes (1) and within prokaryotes (8).
It has been shown that many human proteins of prokaryotic
origin mimic operons (a group of genes controlled by the
same regulatory gene) and exhibit multiple functions (1).
Subsequently, we identified 6 human proteins of
prokaryotic origin that are associated with metabolic
pathways. We further probed their accreted function by
establishing connectivity to metabolites. Thus far, studies
on metabolism have focused on their connectivity in
networks and little is known about the origin and evolution
of metabolic members that regulate network dynamics (9-
10). Nonetheless, metabolic pathways are connected
through an amazing diversity of compounds with different
chemical structures and biological activities for a balanced
stoichiometry. Therefore, the material balance is
maintained through the networks by regulating a mosaic of
metabolites (substrates and products) at levels of entry and
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Figure 1. Fusion proteins and fusion partners. Human fusion protein [black], partners from same bacterial species [red], partners
from different bacterial species [blue, pink], partners with non-homologous N or C terminal domains in a bacterial species
[green], a similar fused structure in a bacterial species [purple], slanting bars indicate N terminal domains and vertical bars
indicate C terminal domains. Each designated fusion pair is shown within two faint lines.

exit in a synchronized manner. Such an inter-connected
synchronized design could lead to the simultaneous flow of
metabolites in numerous directions with optimal kinetic
rates (11-12). This is achieved through the tight regulation
of proteins in networks through selective protein
architectures (13). Evolution of protein architectures by
gene fusion is proposed as a key mechanism for network
development. Herein, we discuss the possible rationale for
the evolution of complex metabolic networks with the
origin and formation of fusion proteins.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 Human fusion proteins – definition and dataset
source

By definition, a human fusion protein should
show evidence of fusion partners in one or more
prokaryotes (1). In this case, the N terminal and C terminal

domains are made of independent fusion partners from the
same or different bacterial species (Figure 1). It should be
noted that the fusion partners have high sequence
homology with their corresponding domains in the fused
protein. The 141 human fusion proteins of prokaryotic
origin presented in our previous report are used in this
study (1).

3.2 Fusion proteins as metabolic enzymes
The 141 fusion proteins (1) were visually

inspected and manually mapped to metabolic pathways
using the KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and
Genomes) pathway database interface (15). The KEGG
database contains updated information on metabolic
pathways, regulatory networks and molecular complexes.
This information is used to identify the location of fusion
proteins in the citric acid cycle of metabolic pathways
(Figure 2). This exercise enabled us to select six fusion
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Figure 2. Fusion proteins and metabolites. A diagram showing citric acid cycle in carbohydrate metabolism . The six fusion
proteins discussed in this study are indicated using an asterisk (∗) in red. The metabolites associated with the fusion proteins are
indicated using BOLD font. The associated pathways with the metabolites are highlighted in yellow.
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proteins (from the list of 141 fusion proteins) that function
as metabolic enzymes in the citric acid cycle (Figure 2).

3.3. Fusion scenarios linked with metabolic enzymes
having fusion structures

The fusion proteins consist of two or more fusion
partners (Figure 1). In each of these fusion proteins [black
bars in Figure 1], the N terminal domain [slanting bars in
Figure 1] represents one fusion partner and the C terminal
domain [vertical bars in Figure 1] represents another fusion
partner. In Figure 1, each designated fusion pair is
illustrated within two faint lines.

3.3.1. Scenario 1 and scenario 2
As shown in Figure 1, the fusion pairs may either

come from the same bacterial species [red – scenario 1] or
from different bacterial species [blue, pink – scenario 2].
The fusion partners shown in red, blue and pink represents
a highly homologous (by measure of sequence similarity)
full length ORF (open reading frame) in one or more
bacterial species.

3.3.2. Scenario 3
The fusion partners shown in green (refer to

Figure 1) have matching regions to either N or C terminal
domains of the fused protein. In addition, the fusion
partners represented in green also contain either preceding
(N terminal region for bacterial protein) or following (C
terminal region for the bacterial protein) domains or
regions that are non-homologous (indicated by a protruding
line from the center of a bar) to regions of a fusion protein.
Thus, these categories of fusion partners have both
homologous and non-homologous domains with reference
to a fusion protein.

3.4 PRODOM domain assignments to fusion proteins
Fusion proteins consist of two or more domains

for additive or novel role. Therefore, it is important to
document the different domains that constitute a fusion
protein (Table 1). For this purpose, we used the PRODOM
database, which is a comprehensive set of protein domain
families automatically generated from the SWISS-PROT
and TrEMBL (14). This automatic assignment exercise
indicates that each fusion protein consists of two or more
PRODOM domains. This suggests fusion proteins consist
of several domain-like units as building blocks.

3.5. Metabolites associated with fusion proteins
The metabolic enzymes having fusion structures

use metabolites as substrates and produce metabolites as
products (Table 2). It is our interest to establish the link
between fusion proteins and the associated metabolites
(Figure 2). For this purpose, we used the KEGG interface
(15).

3.6. Connectivity index for metabolites of fusion
proteins
Each metabolite associated with a fusion protein is
connected with many other metabolic enzymes in
pathways. Here, we hypothesize that the multifaceted
connectivity of these metabolites with other members of the
pathway is the driving force for domain accretion in fusion

proteins. For this purpose, we define connectivity index for
a metabolite associated with a fusion protein. By definition,
the connectivity index of a metabolite is defined as its
ability to connect (number of known links) with other
enzymes/proteins in pathways. The connectivity index was
calculated from the KEGG ligand database (Table 2).

4. RESULTS

4.1. Human fusion proteins
Human fusion proteins of prokaryotic origin have been
identified and their role in biological system is implied (1).
These proteins exhibit enhanced or novel functions through
additive structural architectures. They are shown to mimic
operons, simulate protein-protein interfaces, perform
multiple functions and exhibit alternative splicing (1). We
further examined these proteins and identified six of them
that are involved in the citric acid cycle (Figure 2). These
proteins consist of two or more PRODOM domains from
two or more fusion partners of bacterial origin (Table 1). In
these fused proteins, the N and C terminal domains
represent physically separated fusion partners in one or
more prokaryotes (Figure 1). The origin and mechanism of
fusion protein is puzzling. In Figure 1, each designated
fusion pair is illustrated within two faint lines. A detailed
analysis of the fusion pairs suggests a number of fusion
scenarios (Figure 1). These scenarios (see Materials and
Methods) were illustrated as scenario 1 (fusion partners
from same bacterial species), scenario 2 (fusion partners
from different bacterial species) and scenario 3 (fusion
partners have both homologous and non-homologous
domains with reference to a fusion protein). This
illustration indicates that fusion of partners to form a fused
structure takes several possible routes as shown by different
scenarios. It should be noted that a similar fusion structure
could be found in one or more bacterial species [purple bars
in Figure 1]. This implies that the fusion structures given in
this report are not exclusive fused entities for human
proteins. However, these human fusion proteins consist of
fusion partners from one or more bacterial species. This
suggests that fusion events are not only seen between
bacterial and human but also within bacterial species.
Hence, the origin and accreted role of human fusion
proteins is evolutionarily interesting and functionally
puzzling. Therefore, an understanding of their structural
and functional evolution is critical.

4.2. Fusion proteins as metabolic enzymes
We selected six metabolic enzymes with fusion

structures from a list of 141 fusion proteins reported
elsewhere (1). The KEGG pathway database was used to
identify the location of fusion proteins in the citric acid
cycle (Figure 2). The six metabolic enzymes consisting of
fusion structures are given in Table 1. This association
between fusion proteins and members of metabolic
networks is interesting. It is our interest to establish a
detailed understanding of their role in metabolic networks
in the light of their domain accretion and gene fusion. As
given in Table 1, these human fusion proteins have N and C
terminal domains matching independent subunits in
bacterial genomes. This observation implies that metabolic
enzymes with fusion structures have incremental role in
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Table 1.  Human fusion proteins in carbohydrate metabolism
Fusion partners (component) of prokaryotic origin

Human fusion (composite) proteins

Prodom domain
N terminal C terminal

RefSeq
Accession PL Protein name #

ID
PL MR Protein #

Prodom
domains

PL MR Protein #
Prodom
domains

1 NP_000911 1178
Pyruvate

carboxylase
precursor

14

PD000820
PD435299
PD000180
PD000755
PD002908
PD004644
PD002904
PD429392
PD327958
PD435081
PD328972
PD519428
PD007602
PD000268

477 38..483 Pyruvate carboxylase,
subunit A 5

PD000820
PD000180
PD489184
PD000755
PD206296

567 563..1178 Pyruvate carboxylase,
subunit B 8

PD002904
PD429392
PD327958
PD414942
PD328972
PD414942
PD440923
PD000268

2 NP_001087 1105 ATP citrate
lyase 9

PD579887
PD593323
PD263361
PD003397
PD010086
PD140365
PD014373
PD002034
PD013870

398 41..418 Citrate lyase, subunit 1 2 PD003397
PD010086 610 496..1089 Citrate lyase, subunit 2 4

PD337294
PD014373
PD002034
PD013870

3 NP_003468 501 Pyruvate
dehydrogenase 8

PD027540
PD055009
PD033409
PD588241
PD510157
PD310830
PD001115
PD594236

473 57..136 Biotin/lipoyl
attachment 2

PD055009
PD000268 177 324..500

FAD-dependent pyridine
nucleotide-disulphide

oxidoreductase
3

PD510157
PD001115
PD564191

4 NP_000427 520 Succinyl CoA
transferase 6

PD037584
PD583163
PD588193
PD477798
PD003187
PD004976

250 36..284
Β-etoadipate: succinyl

CoA transferase,
subunit α

5

PD515695
PD477798
PD583163
PD588193
PD003187

219 302..516 B-ketoadipate :succinyl-
CoA transferase  subunit β 1 PD004976

5 NP_000246 750 Methylmalonyl
Co-A mutase 9

PD130469
PD130468
PD004447
PD004310
PD005702
PD592542
PD481683
PD002527
PD595004

681 42..519
Methylmalonyl Co A
mutase, subunit α, N-

terminus
7

PD188365
PD191238
PD004447
PD004310
PD005702
PD537237
PD592542

144 611..749
Methylmalonyl Co A
mutase, subunit α, C-

terminus
2 PD002527

PD514726

6 NP_000265 439
Ornithine

amino-
transferase

8

PD021187
PD000493
PD082173
PD000465
PD066084
PD308202
PD556298
PD001337

426 58..330 Ornithine-oxo-acid
aminotransferase 4

PD528736
PD082173
PD000465
PD455654

181 261..425
Probable ornithine

aminotransferase (C-
terminal part)

4

PD000465
PD066084
PD236513
PD001337

PL = protein length; MR = matching region in the fusion protein; # = number of PRODOM domains; ID = PRODOM domain
identifier

pathways. Although, an association between fusion proteins
and metabolic networks is realized through this
observation, it is important to establish the significance of
this relation in specific quantitative terms. Additionally, the
automatic PRODOM assignment procedure indicates that
fusion protein consists of two or more PRODOM domains,
suggesting that domain-like units serve as building blocks
in their evolution. In conclusion, fusion proteins acquire
complex structural architectures through the modular
arrangements of building blocks at multiple layers of
organization.

4.3. Metabolites of fusion proteins
The six metabolic enzymes having fusion

structures use or produce metabolites that have multiple

trajectories in pathways (Figure 2). These metabolites have
high connectivity indicating greater involvement in cross
talk between networks (Table 2). Hence, these metabolites
are associated with a mosaic of reactions in networks.
Therefore, a stoichiometric pressure is built on these
metabolites and the need to establish a material balance is
critical. Herein, we relate the high connectivity index of
metabolites with their corresponding fusion proteins in the
citric acid cycle. The five metabolites produced by these six
enzymes are summarized in Table 2. Data in Table 2
suggests that these five metabolites have multifaceted role
by participating in a mosaic of reactions and pathways.

The first metabolite, oxaloacetate is produced by
pyruvate carboxylase and ATP citrate lyase (Figure 2) and
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Table 2. Fusion proteins as metabolic enzymes and associated metabolites
Number of

enzymes associated with the metabolite
Metabolites Fusion proteins as metabolic enzymes Number of

associated
metabolic
reactions

Number of
associated
metabolic
pathways

Total Enzyme
uses metabolite as

a substrate

Enzyme produces
metabolite as a

product
Oxaloacetate Pyruvate carboxylase & ATP citrate lyase 41 9 40 16 24
Acetyl co-A Pyruvate dehydrogenase complex (E3-binding)

&  ATP citrate lyase
132 28 98 80 18

Succinate Succinyl co-A transferase 79 11 40 5 35
Succinyl co-A Methylmalonyl co-A mutase 26 6 18 13 5
Glutamate Ornithine amino-transferase 121 11 82 25 57

it is associated with 41 reactions in 9 pathways (Table 2). It
acts as substrate at 16 points and as product at 24 points.
Clearly, oxaloacetate is under high stoichiometric pressure
and data suggests that this metabolite is produced by two
fusion proteins with accreted domains. However, the fusion
partners are physically separated in one or more
prokaryotes (Figures 1A and 1B). Hence, the mere
observation demonstrating fusion/fission events is greatly
intriguing. Pyruvate carboxylate consists of 14 PRODOM
domains, where the N and C terminal domains are
structurally similar to the physically separated subunits A
and B of fusion partners in bacteria (Table 1). However, a
similar fused structure is also seen in the bacterium A.
tumefaciens. In Methanosarcina barkeri, pyruvate
carboxylase exhibits an operon like structure (16).
Similarly, ATP citrate lyase is made up of 9 PRODOM
domains, where the N and C terminal domains are
structurally similar to the physically separated subunits 1
and 2 of bacterial fusion partners. In Klebsiella
pneumoniae, ATP citrate lyase also exhibits a unique
operon like structure (17). Thus, the fused structure is
analogous to an operon like arrangement. Data in Table 2
indicates that these two fusion proteins are associated with
oxaloacetate which is severely constraint through several
inter-connections in metabolism. In such an environment,
oxaloacetate is formed from pyruvate by pyruvate
carboxylase and from citrate by ATP citrate lyase. The
second metabolite, acetyl co-A is produced by ATP citrate
lyase and pyruvate dehydrogenase (Figure 1). This
metabolite is associated with 132 reactions in 28 pathways
(Table 2). It acts as substrate at 80 points and as product at
18 points. Thus, acetyl co-A is associated with many
reactions in metabolic networks. However, acetyl co-A is
also product of fusion proteins ATP citrate lyase and
pyruvate dehydrogenase. Pyruvate dehydrogenase is made
up of 8 PRODOM domains with an N terminal subunit A
and a C terminal subunit B and ATP citrate lyase is made
up of 9 PRODOM domains with an N terminal subunit 1
and a C terminal subunit 2 (Table 2).

The third metabolite, succinyl co-A is produced
by methyl malonyl co-A mutase (Figure 1). It is involved in
26 reactions in 6 pathways. It acts as substrate at 13 points
and as product at 5  points. The enzyme methyl malonyl co-
A mutase is made up of 9 PRODOM domains where the N
and C terminal domains are analogous to subunits A and B
(Table 2). These results indicate that metabolites of fusion
proteins are severely constraint in the network. It has been
shown that methylmalonyl co-A mutase simulates protein-
protein interactions in Propionibacterium shermanii (19).
The fusion partners are physically separated in

Propionibacterium shermanii and they associate through
weak interactions without covalent bonding. Thus, fusion
imparts stability to protein-protein associations through the
formation of a more stable covalently linked domain-
domain interfaces. The fourth metabolite, succinate is
produced by succinyl co-A transferase (Figure 1). It is
associated with 79 reactions in 11 pathways (Table 2). It
also shows that succinate acts as substrate at 5 points and as
product at 35 points. Succinyl co-A transferase consist of
two fusion partners (Figure 2). It is made up of 6
PRODOM domains with an N terminal subunit A and a C
terminal subunit B (Table 2). This fusion protein is shown
to simulate protein-protein interactions in Pseudomonas
putida (20) and mimic operon like structure in C.
acetobutylicum (21). The fifth metabolite, glutamate is
produced by ornithine aminotransferase (Figure 1) and is
involved in 121 reactions in 11 pathways (Table 2). It acts
as substrate at 25 points and as product at 57 points. This
protein is made up of 8 PRODOM domains with an N
terminal subunit A and a C terminal subunit B (Table 2).
These data show the possible link between fusion proteins
and pathways with reference to oxaloacetate, acetyl co-A,
succinyl co-A, succinate and glutamate. The hypothesis is
that fusion proteins could meet the demand for metabolites
by fusing two or more fusion partners that are physically
separated in one or more bacteria. This is consistent with a
previous report which suggested that biotin carboxylase
family of enzymes have evolved into a complex
multifunctional protein from smaller mono-functional
precursors through successive gene fusions (18). Therefore,
the fusion proteins with modular organization possibly
acquire selective incremental functions for optimized role
in complex networks.

5. DISCUSSION

Protein evolution is extremely efficient in
generating systems that are optimally adapted in cellular
environment (22-25). Optimality can be achieved by
changing the topology of metabolic networks by tuning
enzymatic or regulatory materials (11). Here, we show that
metabolites like oxaloacetate, acetyl co-A, succinyl co-A,
succinate and glutamate are products of fusion proteins.
These metabolites have high connectivity index, suggesting
their greater degree of involvement within networks. This
observation implies the association of fusion proteins with
complex metabolic networks. The association between
human fusion proteins and metabolites with high
connectivity is intriguing (Table 2). Detailed analysis of
fusion proteins highlights the transition from a ‘protein-
protein interface’ to either a ‘domain-domain interface’ or
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an operon structure (a group of genes all controlled by the
same regulatory gene) (1). This evolutionary transition is
intriguing and it is important to systematically investigate
the functional link between fusion partners and fused
proteins using thermodynamics calculations. The transition
may be thermodynamically favorable as fusion proteins
acquire reduced entropy compared to their physically
separated fusion partners. Therefore, it is envisaged that
fusion proteins confer selective advantage in the evolution
of regulating metabolic dynamics. This is specifically
advantageous for multi-enzyme complexes as it selects
kinetic advantages over unassociated enzyme components
by increasing connectivity with metabolites. It is also
reported that fusion of components into a single
polypeptide ensures stability between physically connected
domain structures and active sites for a balanced
stoichiometric production of intermediates in complex
networks (26-27). The physical proximity of multiple
active centers in the same metabolic pathways alleviates
molecular diffusion and reduces side reactions in cellular
environment (28). Our data for the six metabolic enzymes
having fusion structures aligns well with these
observations. This enables fusion proteins to catalyze
sequential steps in a biochemical pathway because
association of two active sites enhances the efficiency of
two consecutive reactions. Thus, fused protein architecture
illustrates an evolutionary strategy accreted for maintaining
complex stoichiometric balance. It is often thought that the
function of fused genes is simply an addition of function to
pre-existing component genes. However, chimerical genes
generate proteins with novel function (29). A recent
structural analysis of the Histidine biosynthesis components
HisA and HisF indicates that the protein structure after
gene fusion was also subject to structural and functional
adaptation (30). In this case, gene fusion produced a new
protein fold with novel function. Thus, most fusion proteins
reveal that they have acquired separate functional domains
from each component protein through domain accretion by
gene fusion. Physical connection between fused domains
increases structural propensity between active centers for
the regulation of material balance (31). Since fusion
proteins help in the evolution of complex networks, even a
modest addition of domains could significantly increase
numerous new interactions. This strategy helps to maintain
equilibrium in a dynamic network with huge nodes. Thus,
large networks of molecular interactions are regulated by
relatively few genes in some organisms (32). That is, the
‘gene number’ (number of genes in a species genome) is
negligible to ‘reaction number’ (number of reactions in a
species cell) in higher eukaryotes. Our results illustrate an
important evolutionary phenomenon that involves the
formation of cellular network dynamics with the help of
fusion proteins having multi-domain structural
architectures with incremental functions.

6. CONCLUSION

The current analysis provides new insights into
the relation of fusion proteins and network evolution. Thus,
evolution of fusion genes has a key role in the selection and
design of multifaceted network associated with complex
genomes. This might have enabled fusion proteins to

accrete incremental biochemical function for a balanced
regulation of metabolic networks. Hence, protein fusion
confers a selective advantage in evolution. We believe that
an understanding of fusion scenarios and their association
with members of a pathway should enable us to appreciate
the role played by them to combine or to share metabolites
across networks, creating novel pathways with functional
diversity. In reality, there are many more fusion structures
of varying phylogeny and a majority of them have not been
captured as  the networks are extremely large and complex.
Although, the insights drawn from a detailed study of six
fusion proteins is found interesting and valuable, additional
evidence is required to establish a comprehensive
relationship between additive biochemical function and
network dynamics.
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